Recess: From Dodgeball To Double Dutch: Classic Games For Players Of Today
Synopsis

Remember recess? It was that refreshing break between classes that cleared the cobwebs, refreshed the mind, and got everyone moving. Recess is the ultimate illustrated guide to the best games of the playground, for inside and outside. With detailed instructions, diagrams, and a can-do, kick-butt attitude, this tome isn’t meant to be readâ it’s meant to be played! This fun and interactive guide includes the rules to over 150 games and variations, including over two dozen international games from schoolyards around the world, plus various tips and strategies not just to play, but also to win!
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Customer Reviews

The authors did a great job of describing both the history and the rules of many playground and neighborhood games. I used their work as a jumping off place for an insert into a summer concert brochure for our town’s concerts on the lawn-I hope it will spark conversation among the attendees.....They certainly covered many, many games, but made my husband and I think of many more.

Lots of memories form games I used to play years ago - great fun!

I loved the book but my 7 year old was less than interested.
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